As an authorized dealer of iHelp+, you’ll enjoy one of
the most lucrative programs in the industry.
You’ll also gain access to unparalleled and continuous
support and a range of solutions that fit the needs of
you and your customers.

Complete Dealer Program Package
You will utilize our iHelp+ 3G mPERS product. The iHelp+
offers the latest in 3G wireless coverage using a nationwide
carrier. It is compact and lightweight at under 1.5oz., and
loud, clear audio, and voice prompts that enable the user to
know the status of their pendant at all times. It has a fall
detection system that may be turned on or off by the dealer
only.
It also has a GPS location finder and geo-fencing (can also
be turned on and off by the dealer only), which enables
family, friends, and/or loved ones to be notified if the user
steps outside of their pre-programmed ‘safe zone’. The unit
has a fully supervised battery that will notify the operator,
and announce to the user when the battery is low.
Enhanced kits even include a Smart charger/Docking
station with speaker and microphone. The Smart charger/
Docking station enables the user to leave the pendant
‘docked’ and use a small, remote button that they can wear
around the wrist or on a lanyard around the neck.

Some of the exclusive features that are
available to you as an iHelp+ dealer are:
Special Equipment Pricing - The lowest in the
industry – one-price for complete pre-programmed
iHelp+ device and accessories.
Competitive Monthly Nationwide
Airtime Rates.
Universal iHelp+ interface for use with virtually
any central station/automation software.

iHelp+ Cloud Web Portal - The iHelp+ is
easily programmed using our new iHelp™ Cloud web
portal. The web portal will enable you to activate,
deactivate, reconfigure, and manage your devices and
your customer base at any time. Training for both the
web portal and the individual units are available. Your
iHelp+ account manager will provide you with all the
necessary information you will need to get started.
Strong Brand Presence & Corporate Identity Our customers know us as being a customer service
oriented company with quality products. We will
help you to promote your brand and assist you in
establishing your business as the ‘go to’ company for
iHelp+ mPERS.

Marketing Support & Promotional Kit We will provide you with the materials and tips you
need to create a successful sales and marketing plan.
These include brochures, images, business cards, and
much more.

Plus, everything is included in the price - The exclusive
iHelp+™ unit and all accessories (battery charger, battery,
power cable, car charging adapter, breakaway neck lanyard,
wrist strap, and holster.) A SIM card and nationwide wireless
service are also provided at a very attractive wholesale rate.
And, the unit comes with a full 1 year warranty.

Technical Guidance - Whether you need minimal
or extensive training, we will assign you an account
manager that can assist you whenever you need it.
If you have further questions, or if you would like to demo
an iHelp+ device, visit our website at www.ihelpalarm.com
or contact us directly at 1-800-254-6163.
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